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Abstract
This paper concerns a method for approximating the possible “shapes” that heap-allocated structures in a program
can take on. We present a new approach to finding solutions to shape-analysis problems that involves formulating
them as generalized graph-reachability problems. The
reachability problem that arises is not an ordinary reachability problem (e.g., transitive closure), but one in which a
path is considered to connect two vertices only if the concatenation of the labels on the edges of the path is a word
in a certain context-free language. This graph-reachability
approach allows us to give polynomial bounds on the running time of an algorithm for shape analysis. It also permits us to obtain a demand algorithm for shape analysis.
(In a demand algorithm, the goal is to determine shape
information selectively—i.e., for particular variables at particular points in the program, rather than for every variable
at every point in the program.)
1. Introduction
This paper concerns a method for approximating the possible “shapes” that heap-allocated structures in a program
can take on. In the context of partial evaluation, variations
on the method have been used for a variety of purposes,
notably in Mogensen’s binding-time analysis for partially
static structures [18] and later in his binding-time analysis
for program bifurcation [19].
The shape-analysis problem was originally formulated
by Reynolds [26]. Reynolds treated the problem as one of
simplifying a collection of set equations. In particular, his
algorithm for solving the shape-analysis problem repeatedly applies a “reduction step” to eliminate selection operations from the set of equations.
The shape-analysis problem was formulated independently a few years later by Jones and Muchnick [14]. They
treated the problem as one of solving (i.e., finding the least
fixed-point of) a collection of equations using regular tree
grammars. They regarded each dataflow equation as a production in a kind of “extended regular tree grammar” and
then showed that these grammars can be transformed into
ordinary regular tree grammars. The goal of the transformation is to eliminate productions that represent applica
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tions of selection operations. The Jones-Muchnick algorithm is essentially equivalent to the algorithm given by
Reynolds.
In this paper, we present a different approach to finding a
solution: We formulate the shape-analysis problem as a
generalized graph-reachability problem. The reachability
problem that arises is not an ordinary reachability problem
(e.g., transitive closure), but one in which a path is considered to connect two vertices only if the concatenation of
the labels on the edges of the path is a word in a certain
context-free language.
The technique we present is not as precise as the Reynolds and Jones-Muchnick techniques. The reason for the
difference in precision is that, for a given variable at a
given point in the program, we approximate the shapes the
variable can take on via a single “shape descriptor”,
whereas the Reynolds and Jones-Muchnick techniques use
a collection of “shape descriptors”. Other techniques that
are imprecise in the same way that ours is have been
employed by Mogensen in his binding-time analysis for
program bifurcation [19] and by Heintze in his work on
“set-based analysis problems” [9].
Compared to previous work, the novelty of our work
stems from our formulation of the shape-analysis problem
as a generalized graph-reachability problem. By treating
the problem in this way, we gain two important benefits:
(i) There is a general result that all “context-free-language
reachability problems” can be solved in time cubic in
the number of vertices in the graph [29]. Cubic bounds
on the cost of shape analysis follow immediately:
− For Lisp-like imperative languages without
“rplaca” and “rplacd” (à la Jones and Muchnick’s
paper, but with recursive procedures), the associated graph-reachability problem can be solved in
time O (N 3 Var 3 ), where N is the number of vertices
in a program’s control-flow graph and Var is the
maximum number of variables visible in any scope.
− For Lisp-like functional languages (à la Reynolds’s
paper) the associated graph-reachability problem
can be solved in time O (Prog 3 ), where Prog is the
size of the expression tree that represents the program.1
(ii) We can obtain a demand algorithm for the shapeanalysis problem. In a demand algorithm, the goal is to
determine shape information selectively—i.e., for particular variables at particular points in the program,
rather than for every variable at every point in the program. Demand algorithms have the potential to be very
useful in compilers [24,22,8]: The conventional
approach is to compute all information for all program

1

For functional languages, this bound has also been achieved for “setbased analysis problems”, which are a generalization of the shape-analysis
problem. Set-based analysis problems involve solving a set of constraint
equations, and Heintze has shown that they can be solved in time
O (Prog 3 ) [9].



x := nil
read(z);
while z ≠ 0 do
x := cons(z, x);
read(z)
od;
y := nil;
while x ≠ nil do
temp := car(x);
y := cons(temp, y);
x := cdr(x)
od
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Figure 1. An example program, its control-flow graph, and its equation dependence graph. All edges of the equation dependence graph
shown without labels have the label id.

points; however, during optimization, information is
typically needed only at program points in the innermost loops. Demand algorithms could also be useful in
an interactive setting. In the context of partial evaluation, one such setting would be in a tool to aid a user
who is trying to introduce binding-time improvements
by selectively restructuring parts of his program.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses how the shape-analysis problem for
imperative programs can be formulated as a generalized
path problem. Section 3 briefly outlines how the shapeanalysis problem for functional programs can be formulated as a generalized path problem. Section 4 describes
how the so-called “Magic-sets transformation” [27,2,4,28],
a transformation that was developed in the logicprogramming and logic-database communities for optimizing the evaluation of recursive Horn-clause programs, can
be used to obtain a demand algorithm for the shapeanalysis problem. Section 5 discusses related work. (For
readers not familiar with the Magic-sets transformation, the
Appendix presents two examples that illustrate its capabilities.)
2. Formulating the Shape-Analysis Problem as a Path
Problem (Imperative Languages)
In this section, we address shape analysis for imperative
languages that support non-destructive manipulation of

heap-allocated objects.
We assume we are working with an imperative language
that meets the following general description: Programs consist of assignment statements, conditional statements, loops
(while, for, repeat), read statements, write statements, goto
statements, and procedure calls; the parameter-passing
mechanism is either by value or value-result; recursion
(direct and indirect) is permitted; the language provides
atomic data (e.g., integer, real, boolean, identifiers, etc.)
and Lisp-like constructor and selector operations (nil, cons,
car, and cdr), together with appropriate predicates (equal,
atom, and null), but not rplaca and rplacd operations.
Because of the latter restriction, circular structures cannot
be created; however, dag structures (as well as trees) can
be created. We assume that a read statement reads just an
atom and not an entire tree or dag.
For convenience, we also assume that only one constructor or selector is performed per statement (e.g.,
“y := cons(car(x), y)” must be broken into two statements:
“temp := car(x); y := cons(temp, y)”). This assumption is
not essential, but it simplifies the presentation and also has
a small effect on how we state our bound on the time to
solve shape-analysis problems.
Example. An example program, taken from [14], is
shown in Figure 1. The program first reads atoms and
forms a list x; it then traverses x to assign y the reversal of
x. This example will be used throughout the remainder of
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Figure 2. Dataflow-equation schemas for shape analysis.

the paper to illustrate our techniques. 
As in [26] and [14], a collection of dataflow equations is
introduced to capture the shapes of (a superset of) the possible terms at the various points in the program. The
domain of shape descriptors is similar to the domain of
trees, except that all atoms are replaced by the special value
at. Formally, the domain Shape is the set of selector
sequences
terminated
by
at
or
nil:
Shape = 2{ hd, tl }* × { at, nil } .
Each
sequence
in
{ hd, tl }* × { at, nil } represents a possible root-to-leaf
path. Strictly speaking, a shape descriptor s in Shape is not
a tree because, for example, s could contain both the selector sequences hd.tl.at and hd.tl.hd.at, which cannot both
occur in a tree.
Following Jones and Muchnick, dataflow variables
correspond to 〈program-point, program-variable〉 pairs.
For example, if x is a program variable and p is a point in
the program, then v 〈p, x〉 is a dataflow variable. The
dataflow equations are associated with the control-flow
graph’s edges; there are several dataflow equations associated with each edge, one per program variable. The equations on an edge p → q reflect the execution actions performed at vertex p. Thus, the value of a dataflow variable
v 〈q, x〉 approximates the shape of x just before q executes.
The dataflow-equation schemas are shown in Figure 2.
Procedure calls with value parameters are handled by
introducing equations between dataflow variables associated with actual parameters and dataflow variables associated with formal parameters to reflect the binding changes
that occur when a procedure is called. (By introducing
equations between dataflow variables associated with formal out-parameters and dataflow variables associated with
the corresponding actuals at the return site, call-by-valueresult can also be handled.)
When solved over a suitable domain, the equations
define an abstract interpretation of the program [7]. The
question, however, is: “Over what domain are they to be
solved?” In the Reynolds and Jones-Muchnick approach,
the value of each dataflow variable is a set of shapes (i.e., a
set of sets of root-to-leaf paths), and the join operation is
union. Functions cons, car, and cdr are appropriate functions from shape sets to shape sets. For example, cons is
defined as:
cons =df λS 1 .λS 2 .{ { hd.p 1 | p 1 ∈ s 1 } ∪ { tl.p 2 | p 2 ∈ s 2 }
| s 1 ∈ S 1 , s 2 ∈ S 2 }.
In our work, however, we follow Mogensen [19]: The
value of each dataflow variable is a single Shape (i.e., a set

of root-to-leaf paths), and the join operation is union.
Functions cons, car, and cdr are functions from Shape to
Shape. For example, cons is defined as:
cons =df λS 1 .λS 2 .{ hd.p 1 | p 1 ∈ S 1 } ∪ { tl.p 2 | p 2 ∈ S 2 }.
With both approaches, solutions to shape-analysis equations are, in general, infinite. Thus, in practice, there must
be a way to report the “shape information” that characterizes the possible values of a program variable at a given
program point indirectly—i.e., in terms of the values of
other program variables at other program points. This
indirect information can be viewed as a simplified set of
equations (à la Reynolds’s paper) or, equivalently, as a regular tree grammar that satisfies the equations (à la Jones
and Muchnick’s and Mogensen’s papers). In Section 2.1,
we show how the desired indirect “shape information” can
also be viewed as reachability information that can be
obtained by solving a generalized path problem.
The use of domain Shape in place of 2Shape does involve
some loss of precision. A feeling for the kind of information that is lost can be obtained by considering the following program fragment:
if . . . then
p:
A := cons(B, C)
else
q:
A := cons(D, E)
fi;
r: . . .
The information available about the value of A at
program-point r in the two approaches can be represented
with the following two tree grammars:
v 〈r, A〉 → cons(v 〈p, B〉 , v 〈p, C〉 ) | cons(v 〈q, D〉 , v 〈q, E〉 )
(a) Jones and Muchnick [14]
v 〈r, A〉 → cons(v 〈p, B〉 ∪ v 〈q, D〉 , v 〈p, C〉 ∪ v 〈q, E〉 )
(b) Mogensen [19]
Grammar (a) uses multiple cons right-hand sides for a
given nonterminal. In grammar (b), the link between
branches in different cons alternatives is broken, and a single cons right-hand side is formed with the union of a set of
nonterminals in each arm. The shape descriptions are
sharper with grammars of type (a): With grammar (a), nonterminals v 〈p, B〉 and v 〈q, E〉 can never occur simultaneously
as children of v 〈r, A〉 , whereas grammar (b) associates non-

terminal v 〈r, A〉 with trees of the form cons(v 〈p, B〉 , v 〈q, E〉 ).
However, retaining the sharper information is achieved at
some cost [19].
2.1. Shape Analysis Via Context-Free-Language
Reachability
We now show how shape-analysis information can be
obtained by solving a path problem in which a path is considered to connect two vertices only if the concatenation of
the labels on the edges of the path is a word in a certain
context-free language.
Definition 2.1. Let L be a context-free language over
alphabet Σ, and let G be a graph whose edges are labeled
with members of Σ. Each path in G defines a word over Σ,
namely, the word obtained by concatenating, in order, the
labels of the edges on the path. A path in G is an L-path if
its word is a member of L. We define four varieties of
context-free-language reachability problems (CFLreachability problems) as follows:
(i) The all-pairs L-path problem (or L-transitive closure
problem) is to determine all pairs of vertices v 1 , v 2
∈ V (G) such that there exists an L-path in G from v 1
to v 2 .
(ii) The single-source L-path problem is to determine all
vertices v 2 ∈ V (G) such that there exists an L-path in
G from a given source v 1 to v 2 .
(iii) The single-sink L-path problem is to determine all
vertices v 1 ∈ V (G) such that there exists an L-path in
G from v 1 to a given target v 2 .
(iv) The source-target L-path problem is to determine
whether there exists an L-path in G from a given
source v 1 to a given target v 2 . 
To determine shape-analysis information, we solve
CFL-reachability problems on a graph obtained from the
program’s dataflow equations. In a slight abuse of terminology, we will term this the “equation dependence graph”,
defined as follows:
Definition 2.2. Let EqnG be the set of equations for the
shape-analysis problem on control-flow-graph G. The
associated equation dependence graph has two special vertices atom and empty, together with a vertex 〈p,z〉 for each
variable v 〈p,z〉 in EqnG . The edges of the graph, each of
which is labeled with one of { id, hd, tl, hd−1 , tl−1 }, are
defined as shown in the following table:
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Example. The equation dependence
graph for the run
ning example is shown in Figure 1.

Shape-analysis information can be determined by solving three CFL-reachability problems on the equation
dependence graph. We use three different context-free
languages, defined by the following context-free grammars:

 



  id_path → hd id_path hd−1 id_path  

  id_path → tl id_path tl−1 id_path  
  L 1   id_path → id id_path


  id_path → ε


  


L 2   hd_path → id_path hd id_path
  

  

 
L3
tl_path → id_path tl id_path


For both L 2 and L 3 , id_path is the nonterminal defined in
grammar L 1 .
The language of L 1 represents paths in which each hd
(tl) is balanced by a matching hd−1 (tl−1 ); these paths
correspond to values transmitted along execution paths in
which each cons operation (which gives rise to a hd or tl
label on an edge in the path) is eventually “taken apart” by
a car (hd−1 ) or cdr (tl−1 ) operation. Thus, the first two rules
of grammar L 1 are the grammar-theoretic analogs of
McCarthy’s rules [17]:
car(cons(x, y)) = x

cdr(cons(x, y)) = y.

The language of L 2 represents paths that are slightly
unbalanced—those with one unmatched hd; these paths
correspond to the possible values that could be accessed by
performing one additional car operation (which would
extend the path with an additional hd−1 ). The language of
L 3 also represents paths that are slightly unbalanced—in
this case, those with one unmatched tl; these paths
correspond to the possible values that could be accessed by
performing one additional cdr operation (extending the
path with tl−1 ).
Example 2.3. Suppose we are interested in the “shape”
of program-variable y just before the exit statement of the
program shown in Figure 1. We can determine information
about balanced paths to vertex 〈n12, y〉—and hence information about the possible origin of the value (i.e., the root
constituent) of y at n12—by solving the single-sink L 1 problem for 〈n12, y〉. The vertices for which there are
id_path’s that lead to vertex 〈n12, y〉 are
〈n12, y〉, 〈n8, y〉, 〈n11, y〉, empty.
This information indicates that either y is nil or it was allocated during an execution of the second while loop.
Similarly, the vertices for which there are hd_path’s that
lead to 〈n12, y〉 are the solution to the single-sink L 2 -path
problem for 〈n12, y〉:
〈n10, temp〉, 〈n5, z〉, 〈n4, z〉, atom.
This information indicates that the atom in car(y) is one
originally read in as the value of z.
Finally, the vertices for which there are tl_path’s that
lead to 〈n12, y〉 are the solution to the single-sink L 3 -path
problem:
〈n10, y〉, 〈n9, y〉, 〈n8, y〉, 〈n11, y〉, empty.
This information indicates that either the tail of y is nil or it
was allocated during an execution of the second while loop.
We now show how this information relates to the information reported by other shape-analysis methods. The

relationship is simple: The reachability information
obtained above can be interpreted as the following regular
tree grammar production (of essentially the type used by
Mogensen):
〈n12, y〉 → 〈n12, y〉 ∪ 〈n8, y〉 ∪ 〈n11, y〉 ∪ empty
| cons(〈n10, temp〉 ∪ 〈n5, z〉 ∪ 〈n4, z〉 ∪ atom,
〈n10, y〉 ∪ 〈n9, y〉 ∪ 〈n8, y〉 ∪ 〈n11, y〉 ∪ empty).

CYK algorithm for context-free recognition [15,30]. (For
instance, the recognition problem for any context-free
language L can be formulated as a source-target L-path
problem on a linear graph whose edges are labeled by the
letters of the input string [29].)
We delay further discussion of solution methods until
Section 4. There we give a Horn-clause program that,
when viewed as rules to be evaluated “bottom-up”,
specifies a dynamic-programming algorithm for all sixteen
L 1 -, L 2 -, L 3 -, and L 4 -path problems.

Thus, by putting together results from the L 1 -, L 2 -, and
L 3 -path problems, reachability information can be interpreted as the same type of information
that is furnished by

other shape-analysis methods.
A more complete “picture” of the shapes of values in the
program can be built up by solving the L 1 -, L 2 -, and L 3 path problems for other vertices of the equation dependence graph. For instance, to obtain information for every
point in the program that is equivalent to the information
gathered by Mogensen’s analysis, we would solve all three
problems for all of the vertices of the equation dependence
graph. (The results are equivalent to Mogensen’s analysis,
modulo the fact that his analysis also carries along
binding-time annotations.)
In some cases, it may be desirable to solve other related
CFL-reachability problems. For example, the following
context-free grammar allows us to determine (an approximation to) the origin of all components in the structure
subordinate to a program variable at a given point in a program:

 



  unmatched_path → id_path hd unmatched_path  



  L 4   unmatched_path → id_path tl unmatched_path  
unmatched_path → id_path


The language of L 4 represents paths that are unbalanced to
an unbounded degree—those with an arbitrary number of
unmatched hd’s and tl’s.
Example 2.4. Suppose we want to find out the origin of
all components in the structure subordinate to y just before
the exit statement of the program shown in Figure 1. This
can be obtained by solving the single-sink L 4 -path problem
for vertex 〈n12, y〉:
〈n12, y〉, 〈n8, y〉, empty, 〈n11, y〉, 〈n10, y〉,
〈n10, temp〉, 〈n9, y〉, 〈n5, z〉, 〈n4, z〉, atom.
Among other things, this indicates that the structure subordinate to y is built up of constituents that were never the
value (i.e., the root constituent) of variable x anywhere in
the program.

3. Formulating the Shape-Analysis Problem as a Path
Problem (Functional Languages)
For Lisp-like functional languages, our version of the
shape-analysis problem can also be formulated as a CFLreachability problem. For these languages, the equation
dependence graph is essentially the expression tree
(abstract-syntax tree) that represents the program (but with
child-to-parent pointers), together with edges from the
bodies of called functions to call sites and from actual
parameters to formal parameters.
The size of such a graph is O (Prog), where Prog is the
number of vertices in the expression tree that represents the
program. Consequently, the associated CFL-reachability
problems can be solved in time O (Prog 3 ). The contextfree grammars used with the graphs that arise with functional languages are again L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 (and L 4 , if
desired).

2.2. The Cost of Solving CFL-Reachability Problems
There is a general result that all CFL-reachability problems
can be solved in time cubic in the number of vertices in the
graph [29]. The bound on the cost of shape analysis follows from this: Because the number of vertices in an equation dependence graph is bounded by O (N Var), where N
is the number of vertices in the program’s control-flow
graph and Var is the maximum number of variables visible
in any scope, the shape-analysis problem can be solved in
time O (N 3 Var 3 ).
The algorithms for solving the four kinds of CFLreachability problems are dynamic-programming algorithms. They can be thought of as generalizations of the


4. A Demand Algorithm for Shape Analysis
In this section, we describe how to obtain a demand algorithm for our version of the shape-analysis problem. In a
demand algorithm, the goal is to determine shape information selectively—i.e., for particular variables at particular
points in the program, rather than for every variable at
every point in the program.
The CFL-reachability problem can be solved with a
dynamic-programming algorithm. In this section, we will
express such an algorithm as a Horn-clause program,
specifically as a program written in the Coral language
[20,21]. This approach has one very important benefit,
namely that it becomes trivial to obtain a demand algorithm
for the shape-analysis problem; we merely have to apply
the so-called “Magic-sets transformation”, which is a general transformation for creating efficient demand versions
of logic programs [27,2,4,28].
Remark. The approach we are using presents us with
somewhat of a challenge for communicating our results to
the programming-languages community, for the following
reasons:
Many people in the programming-languages community are unfamiliar with the bottom-up approach to
evaluating logic programs, and try to apply their intuitions about Prolog programs (which are evaluated using
a top-down strategy) to such programs. However, there
are two important differences between bottom-up and
top-down evaluation strategies:
— A top-down (goal-directed) evaluation strategy can
take exponential time on examples that a bottom-up



%- n1: start -> n2: x := nil
edge(v(n1,x), v(n2,x), id).
edge(v(n1,y), v(n2,y), id).
edge(v(n1,z), v(n2,z), id).
edge(v(n1,temp), v(n2,temp), id).

%- n7: y := nil -> n8: while x != nil
edge(v(n7,x), v(n8,x), id).
edge(empty, v(n8,y), id).
edge(v(n7,z), v(n8,z), id).
edge(v(n7,temp), v(n8,temp), id).

%- n2: x := nil -> n3: read(z)
edge(empty, v(n3,x), id).
edge(v(n2,y), v(n3,y), id).
edge(v(n2,z), v(n3,z), id).
edge(v(n2,temp), v(n3,temp), id).

%- n8: while x != nil -> n9: temp := car(x)
edge(v(n8,x), v(n9,x), id).
edge(v(n8,y), v(n9,y), id).
edge(v(n8,z), v(n9,z), id).
edge(v(n8,temp), v(n9,temp), id).

%- n3: read(z) -> n4: while z != 0
edge(v(n3,x), v(n4,x), id).
edge(v(n3,y), v(n4,y), id).
edge(atom, v(n4,z), id).
edge(v(n3,temp), v(n4,temp), id).

%- n9: temp := car(x) -> n10: y := cons(temp,y)
edge(v(n9,x), v(n10,x), id).
edge(v(n9,y), v(n10,y), id).
edge(v(n9,z), v(n10,z), id).
edge(v(n9,x), v(n10,temp), hd_inv).

%- n4: while z != 0 -> n5: x := cons(z,x)
edge(v(n4,x), v(n5,x), id).
edge(v(n4,y), v(n5,y), id).
edge(v(n4,z), v(n5,z), id).
edge(v(n4,temp), v(n5,temp), id).

%- n10: y := cons(temp,y) -> n11: x := cdr(x)
edge(v(n10,x), v(n11,x), id).
edge(v(n10,y), v(n11,y), tl).
edge(v(n10,temp), v(n11,y), hd).
edge(v(n10,z), v(n11,z), id).
edge(v(n10,temp), v(n11,temp), id).

%- n5: x := cons(z,x) -> n6: read(z)
edge(v(n5,x), v(n6,x), tl).
edge(v(n5,z), v(n6,x), hd).
edge(v(n5,y), v(n6,y), id).
edge(v(n5,z), v(n6,z), id).
edge(v(n5,temp), v(n6,temp), id).
%- n6: read(z) -> n4: while z != 0
edge(v(n6,x), v(n4,x), id).
edge(v(n6,y), v(n4,y), id).
edge(atom, v(n4,z), id).
edge(v(n6,temp), v(n4,temp), id).

%- n11: x := cdr(x) -> n8: while x != nil
edge(v(n11,x), v(n8,x), tl_inv).
edge(v(n11,y), v(n8,y), id).
edge(v(n11,z), v(n8,z), id).
edge(v(n11,temp), v(n8,temp), id).
%- n8: while x != nil -> n12: Exit
edge(v(n8,x), v(n12,x), id).
edge(v(n8,y), v(n12,y), id).
edge(v(n8,z), v(n12,z), id).
edge(v(n8,temp), v(n12,temp), id).

%- n4: while z != 0 -> n7: y := nil
edge(v(n4,x), v(n7,x), id).
edge(v(n4,y), v(n7,y), id).
edge(v(n4,z), v(n7,z), id).
edge(v(n4,temp), v(n7,temp), id).

Figure 3. The base-relation tuples that represent the equation dependence graph from Figure 1.



evaluation strategy handles in polynomial time.2
— For problems such as the CFL-reachability problem,
a bottom-up evaluation strategy is complete,
whereas Prolog’s top-down evaluation strategy can
get trapped in an infinite loop.
Many people in the programming-languages community are unfamiliar with the Magic-sets transformation.
For these reasons, a short tutorial on bottom-up evaluation
and the Magic-sets transformation is provided in the
Appendix. (See also [5].)
Some programming-languages people are also leery of
the (space, time, and conceptual) overheads involved in

2

This is similar to the situation one has with functional programs where a
recursive Fibonacci program executed with a non-memoizing implementation of the language uses exponential time, whereas an iterative program
that computes fib (0), fib (1), fib (2), . . . in bottom-up fashion takes linear
time.





using logic databases, and question whether the logicprogramming approach to obtaining demand algorithms for
static-analysis problems can really produce implementations efficient enough for use in real-world programanalysis tools. Although the jury is still out on this issue
(e.g., waiting for improved logic-database implementations), in some sense the issue is irrelevant, for the following reasons:
Horn clauses, when viewed as rules to be evaluated
bottom-up, can be thought of as just a particularly concise notation for expressing dynamic-programming
algorithms (see the Appendix and the discussion
below).
The two basic ideas used in the Magic-sets transformation are propagation of queries and caching of results,
and it is fairly easy to transfer these notions over to
demand algorithms written in an imperative programming language (such as C).

A successful application of this approach can be
found in the author’s recent work on demand algorithms for interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems,
which showed how certain classes of interprocedural
dataflow-analysis problems can be posed as CFLreachability problems: In [24], the Magic-sets transformation was used to obtain demand algorithms for a
class of interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems;
subsequently, a demand algorithm was developed that
can be implemented easily in an imperative programming language [22,12]. The latter algorithm can be
viewed as an analog of the program that results from
applying the Magic-sets transformation to an exhaustive dataflow-analysis algorithm written as a Hornclause program. However, the algorithm given in
[22,12] has a low-overhead implementation in an
imperative programming language. The implementation is based on array indexing and linked lists, and
involves neither term-unification nor term-matching.
Exactly the same approach
can be used with the ideas

presented in this paper.
For a given shape-analysis problem, the equation dependence graph is represented as a base relation consisting of
facts of the form
edge(source,target,annotation).

(The same base relation edge can be used regardless of

whether the problem instance stems from an imperative
program or a functional program.) Source and target represent vertices of the equation dependence graph
(and in our Coral implementation have further structure—
e.g., v(n12,y)), and annotation is one of the
identifiers id, hd, tl, hd_inv, or tl_inv. Figure 3
shows the facts that represent the equation dependence
graph from Figure 1.
The program given in Figure 4 encodes the grammars
L 1 , L 2 , L 3 , and L 4 that were discussed in Section 2. When
viewed as rules to be evaluated bottom-up, this program
specifies a dynamic-programming algorithm for the sixteen
CFL-reachability problems involving L 1 , L 2 , L 3 , and L 4 .
During bottom-up evaluation, the deduction engine applies
an “immediate-consequence” operator until a fixed point is
found (i.e., until no new facts can be derived). (In our case,
the immediate-consequence operator will derive additional
“path facts”; for instance, facts indicating the presence of
longer paths in the graph (that meet certain conditions) will
be derived from known facts about the graph’s edges and
from previously acquired facts about shorter paths.) Thus,
the fixed-point-finding loop of the deduction engine serves
as the iterative loop of a dynamic-programming process.
The export declarations indicate what binding patterns for queries will be permitted. They direct the system
to transform the program—via the Magic-sets
transformation—to a form that is specialized for answering



module path.
export
export
export
export

id_path(ff).
id_path(bf).
id_path(fb).
id_path(bb).

export
export
export
export

hd_path(ff).
hd_path(bf).
hd_path(fb).
hd_path(bb).

export
export
export
export

tl_path(ff).
tl_path(bf).
tl_path(fb).
tl_path(bb).

export
export
export
export

unmatched_path(ff).
unmatched_path(bf).
unmatched_path(fb).
unmatched_path(bb).

id_path(V,Z) :- edge(V,W,hd), id_path(W,X), edge(X,Y,hd_inv), id_path(Y,Z).
id_path(V,Z) :- edge(V,W,tl), id_path(W,X), edge(X,Y,tl_inv), id_path(Y,Z).
id_path(V,Z) :- edge(V,W,id), id_path(W,Z).
id_path(W,W).
hd_path(W,Z) :- id_path(W,X), edge(X,Y,hd), id_path(Y,Z).
tl_path(W,Z) :- id_path(W,X), edge(X,Y,tl), id_path(Y,Z).
unmatched_path(W,Z) :- id_path(W,X), edge(X,Y,hd), unmatched_path(Y,Z).
unmatched_path(W,Z) :- id_path(W,X), edge(X,Y,tl), unmatched_path(Y,Z).
unmatched_path(W,Z) :- id_path(W,Z).
end_module.

Figure 4. A Coral program to solve shape-analysis problems.

queries in the specified binding patterns. For example, the
export declaration
export id_path(fb).

permits id_path queries to be processed in which the
first argument is free and the second argument is bound,
such as
?id_path(A,v(n12,y)).

By providing all four binding patterns ff, bf, fb, and
bb for each of the four relations, we can solve CFLreachability problems of all sixteen kinds.
We do not actually show the program that results from
applying the Magic-sets transformation to Figure 4. The
transformed program is rather complicated and presenting
it would not aid the reader’s understanding.
The table shown in Figure 5 presents the results that
Coral reports for four “shape-information” queries about
program-variable y just before the exit statement in the program shown in Figure 1. The times reported in column
three indicate the time taken to answer the queries when the
Magic-sets transformation was not applied; the times in
column four indicate the time taken by the Magic-setstransformed version. (These tests were carried out with
Release 1.1 of the Coral logic-database system [21] on a
Sun SPARCstation 10 Model 30 with 32 MB of RAM.)
Remark. In practice—at least with the Coral system—
to obtain the most efficient program for a given binding

pattern, it is usually necessary to rewrite the recursive rules
slightly and reorder the literals in non-recursive rules
before applying the Magic-sets transformation. Such concerns are outside the scope of this paper, except to point out
that the results reported in Figure 5 are for a variant of the
rules presented in Figure 4 appropriately modified to cause
the Magic-sets transformation to produce a more efficient
program for id_path, hd_path, tl_path, and
unmatched_path queries in which the first argument is
free and the second argument is bound.
Thus, in practice, we have to provide Coral with four
sets of rules for each of the relations id_path,
hd_path, tl_path, and unmatched_path (i.e.,
rules that define, say, id_path_ff,
id_path_bf,

id_path_fb, id_path_bb, . . .)
5. Relation to Previous Work
The version of the shape-analysis problem studied in this
paper was originally introduced by Mogensen [19]. This
version is simpler but less precise than the one addressed
by Reynolds and by Jones and Muchnick. Using the terminology of [13], the simpler version of the problem is an
“independent attribute method” for shape analysis, whereas
the Reynolds/Jones-Muchnick version of the problem has
some of the flavor of a “relational method”. In an independent attribute method, each dataflow variable is associated
with a function that describes characteristics of the values
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Figure 5. Results from four “shape-information” queries about program-variable y just before the exit statement in the program shown in
Figure 1.







the dataflow variable may take on. In a relational method,
each program point is associated with a relation that
describes relationships that must hold among a collection
of dataflow variables. For example, consider the regular
tree grammar production
A → cons(B, C) | cons(D, E).
If we think of A.hd and A.tl as “virtual” dataflow variables,
then the two right-hand-side alternatives in the production
express a relationship that must hold for the tuple (A.hd,
A.tl) (i.e., a B-value can be paired with a C-value, but not
with an E-value). In our version of the shape-analysis
problem, such relationships are lost (i.e., the C-E pairing is
permitted).
The version of the shape-analysis problem addressed in
the paper is related to what Heintze calls “set-based
analysis” [9]. Set-based-analysis problems are a generalization of the shape-analysis problem to incorporate data
other than just heap-allocated storage. For functional
languages, Heintze has shown that these problems can be
solved in time O (Prog 3 ), where Prog is the size of the program. (It seems plausible that in the case of imperative
languages, the bound would increase to O (N 3 Var 3 )—our
bound for shape-analysis—where N is the number of vertices in a program’s control-flow graph and Var is the maximum number of variables visible in any scope.)
The grammars L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 (for nonterminals id_path,
hd_path, and tl_path, respectively) take the place of the
“reduction step” that Reynolds uses for eliminating selections [26]. These grammars are also similar to the relation
that Jones and Muchnick define in order to eliminate productions with selectors [14, pp. 111-113]. Our approach is
not as precise as theirs; however, by formulating shape
analysis as a CFL-reachability problem, we gain three
benefits:
A bound on the amount of work performed falls out
immediately from the fact that all CFL-reachability
problems can be solved in time cubic in the number of
vertices in the graph.
We are able to obtain a demand algorithm for the problem automatically by encoding the L 1 -, L 2 -, and L 3 path problems as Horn-clause programs and applying
the Magic-sets transformation.
The CFL-reachability approach opens up possibilities
for gathering other “shape-related” information by
making only modest changes in the shape-analysis
specification. The unmatched_path (L 4 -path) information gathered in Example 2.4 illustrates one of the possible ways this flexibility can be exploited.
Related work on pointer analysis in the dataflow-analysis
community includes [10,16,11,6]. Our work is less general
than the techniques reported in those papers in that our
method does not handle destructive-update operations.
However, there are a couple of aspects of our work that,
compared with previous work, make it unique. For example, the techniques of Hendren and Nicolau [10] and Larus
and Hilfinger [16] are based on regular languages, whereas
our approach makes use of context-free languages.
Another novel aspect of our approach is that, because the
dataflow equations themselves are converted into a graph,
in some sense our approach builds up only a single graph to
represent the store, namely the equation dependence graph.
The equation dependence graph indirectly represents the
store for all points in the program; the grammars L 1 , L 2 ,

L 3 , and L 4 permit appropriate information for the individual points in the program to be extracted from the equation dependence graph. In other approaches, a collection of
graphs is created, one for each point in the program.
There has been some previous work in which dataflowanalysis problems have been expressed using Horn clauses.
For instance, one of the examples in Ullman’s book on
database theory shows how a logic database can be used to
solve the intraprocedural reaching-definitions problem [28,
pp. 984-987]. Assmann has examined a variety of other
intraprocedural dataflow-analysis problems [1]. Although
Assmann expresses these problems using a certain kind of
graph grammar, he points out that this formalism is
equivalent to Datalog. Reps presented a way in which
demand algorithms that solve interprocedural versions of
the classical gen-kill dataflow-analysis problems (e.g., live
variables, available expressions, reaching definitions) can
be obtained automatically from their exhaustive
counterparts—expressed as Horn-clause programs—by
making use of the Magic-sets transformation [24,23].
Reps, Sagiv, and Horwitz have applied CFL-reachability
techniques to interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems
[22,25]. (In this case, the context-free grammars describe
the fact that the only execution paths of interest are ones in
which each “return edge” has a matching “call edge” from
the corresponding call site.) Although these papers do not
make use of logic-programming terminology, the exhaustive algorithms described in them have straightforward
implementations as logic programs. Demand algorithms
can then be obtained by applying the Magic-sets transformation. However, as already discussed in Section 4, a
low-overhead implementation of a demand CFLreachability algorithm for these problems—not based on
Magic-sets, and suitable for implementation in an imperative programming language—has been developed [22].
Some preliminary experimental results from such an implementation are reported in [12].
Appendix: Two Examples of the Magic-Sets Transformation
In this appendix, we present two examples that illustrate
the capabilities of the Magic-sets transformation.
The Magic-sets transformation attempts to combine the
advantages of a top-down, goal-directed evaluation strategy
with those of a bottom-up evaluation strategy. One disadvantage with top-down, goal-directed search (at least the
depth-first one employed in Prolog) is that it is
incomplete—it can loop endlessly, failing to find any
answer at all, even when answers do exist. Another disadvantage of top-down, goal-directed search is that it can take
exponential time on examples that a bottom-up evaluation
strategy handles in polynomial time.
A bottom-up strategy starts from the base relations and
iteratively applies an “immediate-consequence” operator
until a fixed point is reached. One advantage of a bottomup evaluation strategy is that it is complete. It can be
thought of as essentially a dynamic-programming strategy:
The values for all smaller subproblems are tabulated, then
the answer for the item of interest is selected. However,
bottom-up evaluation strategies also have the main drawbacks of dynamic programming, namely that (i) much
effort might be expended to solve subproblems that are
completely irrelevant to the final answer and (ii) a great
deal of space might be used storing solutions to such sub-

problems.
The Magic-sets approach is based on bottom-up evaluation; however, the program evaluated is a transformed version of the original program, specialized for answering
queries of a given form. In the transformed program, each
(transformed) rule has attached to it an additional literal
that represents a condition characterizing when the rule is
relevant to answering queries of the given form. The additional literal narrows the range of applicability of the rule
and hence causes it to “fire” less often.
Example. The gains that can be obtained via the
Magic-sets transformation can be illustrated by the example of answering reachability queries in directed graphs.
Let “edge(v,w)” be a given base relation that represents
the edges of a directed graph.
A dynamic-programming algorithm for the reachability
problem computes the transitive closure of the entire
graph—this information answers all possible reachability
queries—then selects out the edges in the transitively
closed graph that emanate from the point of interest. In a
logic-programming system that uses a bottom-up evaluation strategy, the dynamic-programming algorithm can be
specified by writing the following program for computing
transitive closure:
tc(V,W) :- tc(V,X), edge(X,W).
tc(V,W) :- edge(V,W).

In the Coral system, which supports the Magic-sets
transformation, the additional declaration
export tc(bf).

directs the system to transform the program to a form that
is specialized for answering queries in which the first argument is bound and the second is free (i.e., queries of the
form “?tc(a,W)”). The transformed program that results
is
tc_bf(V,W) :magic_tc_bf(V),
tc_bf(V,X),
edge(X,W).
tc_bf(V,W) :magic_tc_bf(V),
edge(V,W).

Given a query “?tc(a,W)”, the additional fact
“magic_tc_bf(a)” is adjoined to the above set of
transformed rules. These are then evaluated bottom-up to
produce (as answers to the query) the tuples of the relation
tc_bf.
A magic fact, such as “magic_tc_bf(a)”, should be
read as an assertion that “The problem of finding tuples of
the form tc(a,_) arises in answering the query”. In this
example there are no rules of the form
magic_tc_bf(X) :- . . .

Consequently, during evaluation no additional facts are
ever added to the magic_tc_bf relation; that is, the
only “magic fact” ever generated is the initial one,
magic_tc_bf(a). (Our next example will illustrate the
more general situation.) Because all of the rules in the
transformed program are guarded by a literal
“magic_tc_bf(V)”, the bottom-up evaluation of the
transformed program only visits vertices that are reachable
from vertex a. In effect, the original “dynamicprogramming” algorithm—perform transitive closure on
the entire graph, then select out the tuples of interest—has

been transformed into a reachability algorithm
that

searches only vertices reachable from vertex a.
Example. Suppose we have a base relation that records
parenthood relationships (e.g., a tuple “parent(x,x1)”
means that x1 is a parent of x), and we would like to be
able to find all cousins of a given person who are of the
same generation. (In this example, a person is considered
to be a “same-generation cousin” of himself.)
In a logic-programming system that uses a bottom-up
evaluation strategy, a dynamic-programming algorithm can
be specified by writing the following program:
same_generation(X,X).
same_generation(X,Y) :parent(X,X1),
same_generation(X1,Y1),
parent(Y,Y1).

The directive
export same_generation(bf).

directs the Coral system to transform the program to a form
specialized for answering queries of the form
“?same_generation(a,Y)”, which causes the program to be transformed into
magic_same_generation_bf(U) :magic_same_generation_bf(V),
parent(V,U).
same_generation_bf(X,X) :magic_same_generation_bf(X).
same_generation_bf(X,Y) :magic_same_generation_bf(X),
parent(X,X1),
same_generation_bf(X1,Y1),
parent(Y,Y1).

Given a query “?same_generation(a,Y)”, the additional fact “magic_same_generation_bf(a).” is
adjoined to the above set of rules, which are then evaluated
bottom-up.
Unlike the previous example, the transformed program
produced in this example does have a rule with
“magic_same_generation_bf(U)” in the head:
magic_same_generation_bf(U) :magic_same_generation_bf(V),
parent(V,U).

The presence of this rule will cause “magic facts” other
than the original one to be generated during evaluation.
Note
that
the
members
of
relation
magic_same_generation_bf will be exactly the
ancestors of a (the so-called “cone of a” [2]). During
bottom-up evaluation of the transformed rules, the effect of
the magic_same_generation_bf predicate is that
attention is restricted
to just same-generation cousins of

ancestors of a.
Note that in a bottom-up evaluation, the transformed program (the demand algorithm) will never perform more
work than the untransformed program (the exhaustive algorithm) would—modulo a small amount of overhead for
computing magic facts, which are reported to be only a
small fraction of the generated facts [3]. In practice, the
demand algorithm usually performs far less work than the
exhaustive algorithm.
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